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BAND 6.0 -7.5
ESSAYS

1. Question: Some teachers think that international student exchange would be beneficial for
all teenage school students. Do you think its advantages outweigh the disadvantages?
ANSWER:
Nowadays, in era of the globalization, many people from all around the world become connect
together. Students who engage the international student exchange program is so popular these day.
In the interm, some teachers opine that studying in other countries could have numerous benefits
while others do not believe in the positive impacts of transferring. However, there are others
thinking of it as disadvantages.
The first reason is that students exchage have some benefits on teenager school student. They can
improve their personal skill. This is because that will make them more independent and graduatelly
know about new school and place living in. If students exchange live far from their home, they
will get a part-time job or something else to gain money. That will help teenager have more
experiences than previous life.
From a diffirent view, international student exchange also have negative effects. They may learn
one more language while it taking much time to study. Meanwhile, language barrier will happen
when student can not understand eachother. Furthermore, in a diffirent language may result in a
lower performance of students. Last but not least, a sense of isolution is inevitable while starting
to live in a new place, they can not develop their social skills.
To put it in a nutshell, with respect to the whole views mentioned above, exchanging teenagers
have both merits and demerits. However, it is recommended to take steps carefully when deciding
about children life. Due to the importance of teenagers mental health and all negative effects
following the exchanging process, it is better to replace transferring minors with weekly tour tips
in order to gain some experience.
(Word count: 273, band 6.0)
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2. Question: To succeed in a business, one needs to know maths. To what extent do you agree
or disagree?
ANSWER
It is believed that math is the key catalyst for business success. Although a firm understanding of
math will benefit business management, I somewhat disagree that it is an essential element of the
business world.
Proponents of this sentiment claim that insightful knowledge in mathematics principles is of
paramount importance in managing the cash flow of an enterprise. This is because money is often
positively correlated with business growth, resulting in many commercial organisations using
mathematical formulae for financial analysis or inventory management. A prime example of this
is Nike, a multinational selling sportswear, introducing a new set of collections to the market. Prior
to this, they invested a large sum in determining the retail price to not only retain its comparative
advantage against its competitors but also make sufficient profit to cover any incurring expenses.
Nonetheless, I rather believe mathematical ability is pale in comparison with other fundamental
factors that contribute to business prosperity. There are a wide range of elemental components that
a key managerial personnel should possess including planning, decision-making or delegation. The
case of Elon Musk soundly exemplifies this. Under his management, Tesla has grown to be the
world-leading company in electric car production due to his ability in talent recruitment and a
strategically outstanding vision for business development.
In conclusion, while insightfulmmathematical knowledge can assist greatly in financial
management, I partially disagree that entrepreneurs should be highly competent in this discipline
because they need more essential traits to succeed. Where possible, business owners should assign
math-related tasks to specialists and focus more on other important areas of Interest.
(Word count: 263, band 6.0)
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3. Question: Some people think that hosting an international sports event is good for the
country, while some people think it is bad. Discuss both views and state your opinion
ANSWER
Many people argue that global international sports event are bring a great deal benefits for host
country. Although I agree with this idea, I am of the opinion that these events cause significant
damage to host nation in terms of environmental pollution and the imbalance of nation’s fund.
On the one hand, there are some strong reasons why I believe that international sports events are
beneficial for hosting. The first benefit would be that they boost local tourism and economic
growth. This can be by the fact that global events attract enormous visitors from four corners so
creating more job opportunities. As a result, citizens will make more significant taxes contribution
to the government which can enhance economic growth. Another positive is that it is a golden
chance for host nation to introduce to foreign people about its historical and traditional values.
On the other hand, beside several benefits mentioned above, it seems to me that they cause
environmental problems in these countries. Numerous tourists visited those countries mean that an
increasing a huge amount of waste discharging in to river, atmosphere which lead to water and oil
contamination. Another problem is a host country have spend a large amount of money on
constructing infrastructures to organize these events. This means that other important sectors such
as education or medical which bring immediately benefits for any nation would receive less
funding.
In conclusion, while I strongly believe that a country have some positives when becoming host of
national sport events, I would argue that they create a several drawbacks. It is advisable that host
country should make a balance between support for them and other crucial sectors.
(Word count: 277, band 6.0)
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4. Some people believe that people have the right to university education, and the government
should make it free no matter what their financial background. To what extent do you agree
or disagree?
ANSWER
It is true that going to university to acquire academic knowledge is crucial in our lives, and the
tuition fee should be free throughout the country to make sure that everyone can get an education.
Personally, I totally disagree with the view above.
On the one hand, eliminating the tuition fee for people regardless of their background finance
could be beneficial to some extent. There are many disadvantaged people who do not have a chance
to approach education because of their impoverishment. Therefore, free charge in university could
increase more opportunities for people to get an academic education. For example, in several
developing countries in Europe, the chance to go to university or college is approximately the same
for everyone because they do not take any education fees from students or rarely.
On the other hand, charging students in university or college is usually the thing that is necessary
for schools for various reasons. First of all, schools need a tremendous amount of money to develop
school facilities and teaching quality. Therefore, it might be a deterrent for the government to
allocate money equally for each school in the country and make it free for citizens because the
government's educational budget is limited. Secondly, cutting down the tuition fees might not be
vital because numerous ways could ensurethat everyone can be a student. For instance,
governments can operate scholarship foundations for excellent students or students in
impoverished circumstances. Therefore, students who need education could undoubtedly take their
opportunities by their effort.
In conclusion, I firmly believe that the government should have more solutions to bridge the chance
to go to university between people from different backgrounds, however, should not demolish the
school fees.
(Word count: 283, band 6.0)
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5. Question: In some countries, only a few young people go to classical music concerts or
plays and performances in theater. Why? Should young people be encouraged to attend more
classical music plays and performances?
ANSWER
It is true that these days, solely a handful of the young generation tends to go to classical music
concerts or plays and performances in theater. There are several explanations about this
phenomenon, namely the appearance of new music and the internalization. From my perspective,
it is necessary to incentive the young to be involved in more classical music plays and
performances.
There are a couple of reasons why the younger generation do not have a habit of attending classical
music concerts. The first explanation is that because of the appearance of electronic music. The
young generation have a tendency to listen to EDM instead of the classic due to the common fact
that this kind represents modern and vibrant life which is suitable for the speed of life pace in this
day and age. In addition, some people argue that the classical music is internalized belonging to
the old people. As almost all classical music songs were composed several years and decades ago,
people, especially the young, tend to suppose that it is too old to listen.
In my opinion, I am convinced that it is essential for the government to encourage the young to
attend more classical music plays and performances because it supports preserving the cultural
identity. The politicians should instantly operate several campaigns for the young which require
them to research and analyze classical music. Giving material incentives is an effective way to
promote the enthusiasm of the young people.
In conclusion, owing to the appearance of EDM and the unreasonable internalization, the majority
of young people do not have a habit of visiting the theater to enjoy classical music. The government
should provide some campaigns to encourage them to explore classical music. It is predicted that
if the authorities apply this approach, the cultural identity could be preserved.
(Word count: 303, band 6.5)
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6. Question: Some people think that children should begin their formal education at a very
early age. Some think they should begin at 7 years old at least. Discuss both views and give
your own opinion.
ANSWER
People have different opinions about whether parents should take their offspring to school at a
very early age or procast it until at least 7 years old. From my point of view, I strongly believe
that having an early start would be more beneficial than a later commencement.
On the one hand, there are some advantages when children follow official education at 7 years old
at least, undoubtedly. Firstly, there will be more chances for kids to accumulate soft skills,
meaningful experiences at home, which stem from their parents or grandparents. As a result,
children would become more mature due to having knowledgement not only about skills and good
behaviors that obtained from parent, but also belief and ritual of their own family as well. This is
a good way to pass down family traditions effectively to children. Last but not least, applying the
prescribed age to go to school at least 7 years old incentivises children to have childhood, which
does not regularly happen in the advanced technology era like the present. From that, they can
acquire their own interests and skills that they have a burning passion for.
On the other hand, I am totally convinced by the view that youngsters should be empowered to go
to school early. Understandably, they will have a head start over their peers pursuing higher
education or gaining competitive jobs. Certainly, the more competitive job chances they get, the
more potential job promotions they gain because of higher years of actual experiences. Besides
this, they will have outstanding opportunities to be detected and nurtured with their gifted talent at
a young age. Furthermore, their talent would be trained by means of official and scientific
programs that a homely environment obviously does not provide. From that, the proportion they
become specialist in their major will be higher than casual children.
To conclude, the advantages of allowing children to attend school at late age are obscured by its
drawbacks. Not to mention, in spite of being safe and meaningful when staying home with parents,
children would suffer from ample risks such as addicting to online games, falling in dangerous
online scams, which presumably isolate them from positive society. In addition, kids who start
their education late will be inferior in terms of social communication skills when compared to
other kids. Therefore, I am in favor of parents should take their children to school at a very young
age.
(Word count: 404, band 6.5)
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7. Question: Some people want the government to spend more money on looking for life on
other planets; however, others think it is a waste of public money when there are so many
problems on earth that the government should be solving? Discuss both views and give your
opinion.
ANSWER
Opinions are divided on whether the governments have to provide more public money for
discovering alien life or if resolving the immediate concerns of our home planet should be
prioritized. While space exploration can be a possibility, I believe that the government should first
focus on solving existent issues on Earth.
On the one hand, seeking life across the universe might help us address overpopulation, which is
becoming uncontrollably severe nowadays. This is simply because of breakthrough technologies
and increased wealth amongst most parts of the world, more people have gotten access to better
medical treatment and more nutrient diets, thereby their mortality rate has decreased globally. This
is combined with the underutilized contraceptive use of woman, leads to inexorable birth rate in
populace size. If scientists are able to successfully build a colony in space where humans can
reside, it may help people have a long-term migration.
On the other hand, Iam firmly of the opinion that the public money should be spent on other current
issues on this planet. Firstly, the results of exploring life beyond Earth are indefinite because the
funding on this journey is exorbitantly expensive and there is no guarantee about time that people
can manage to achieve it. Meanwhile, specific problems such as food shortages and poor education
need to be solved. Although more people are incapable of starving compared to the past, additional
developments in industries, especially agriculture, are required. The authorities need to empower
more in machinery, research and training to curb starvation among the underprivileged.
Furthermore, education inequality happens locally in all countries, and this requires mass financial
investments from the governments. To enhance such problem, extensive funding should be paid
for the salaries of pedagogical experts and other staff as well as the costs of creating community
schools where people can be provided with a variety of community resources and supports.
To recapitulate, while identifying extraterrestrial life can counter problems correlated with
population growth, I presume that the activities including covering a lack of victuals and inferior
education are more pragmatic. In the future, were a substantial allocation of budget to be fully
diverted to solving Earth-related issues, the exploration of extraterrestrial life can be facilitated.
(Word count: 406, band 6.5)
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8. Question: With the rapid advancement of communication technology: smartphones, tablets,
and other mobile devices, some people believe that the disadvantages outweigh the advantages.
To what extent do you agree or disagree?
ANSWER
It is arguable that the advent and the popularity of high-tech equipment, which are used to
communicate in their daily life, tend to bring more drawbacks. While I agree that this issue is both
beneficial and detrimental, I would argue that it has more advantages.
On the one hand, the rapid development of advanced technologies may cause some disadvantages.
The first one is their participation in outdoor activities has been dropped significantly due to the
excessive use of smartphones, mobile devices. Students, for instance, have interests in enjoying
the virtual world such as online games, social media after finishing their classes instead of taking
part in various sports. As a result, the ability of interaction of the teenagers in social activities is
likely to shrink more and more. Furthermore, spending too much time using modern technologies
such as computers, smartphones may deteriorate one’s health.
On the other hand, it is undeniable that new technologies play a crucial role in the young’s lives
thanks to the beneficial effect. Firstly, modern equiments act as effective communication tools that
support students in their studies. Whenever they are, they are still able to use their smartphones to
improve their English skills through the online app. Secondly, these advanced technologies can
help people to keep in touch with their friends or relatives who are living in distant lands.
Therefore, no matter how far they are, they still can talk with each other via Facebook for hours
for free, which gives them countless opportunities to share stories and strengthen their
relationships.
In conclusion, even though some people think that the rapid growth of communication technology
brings more disadvantages, I still believe that technology gives more benefits than we think.
(Word count: 283, band 6.5)
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9. Question: Overpopulation of urban areas has led to numerous problems. What are the
problems? What should governments and individuals do to tackle these problems?
ANSWER
In modern society, there has been an ongoing trend towards overcrowding. Several problems have
resulted from this tendency and several solutions should be adopted by the governments and
individuals to improve the situation.
As the overpopulation of mega cities is increasing, several problems can be anticipated. First,
unemployment rate is increasing. Due to movement of people from rural areas to cities in search
of jobs, the admission is incredibly competitive. Another problem is that environment is alarmingly
contaminated. If the public transport system is poor, people will overuse private vehicles. In fact,
massive exhausted emissions released from means of transport have catastrophically exacerbated
air pollution. As the result, because of poor air quality and environment degradation people would
have respiratory diseases.
Since such issues are serious, the government and individuals should immediately take steps to
address these problems. The first solution would be that government would allocate more factories,
companies to the countryside and waive tax for companies operating in rural areas to promote
more occupational opportunities. The second measures would be funding more green technology
and spending more on public transport upgration, which is key to lowering the reliance on carbon
-intensive energy resources. For example, the use of electric cars and renewable will help reduce
the volume of toxic exhaust fumes.
In conclusion, joblessness and environmental degradation are two driving issues behind
overpopulation of cities, and I believe that there are various appropriate steps including movement
factories to rural ares and using eco-friendly transports need to be taken to tackle these problems.
In my opinion, the situation will be improved greatly within the foreseable future if these measures
are properly implemented.
(Word count: 274, band 6.5)
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10. Question: In some countries, parents expect children to spend long time studying in and
after school and have less free time. Do you think it has positive or negative effects on children
and the society that they live in?
ANSWER
People have diffrent opinions about whether or not children should extend their sudying time after
their school time. While there are some benefits for children to keep learning when they return
home from shool, I still believe that the disadvantages outweigh the advantages in the long term.
In some nations, parents keen on the idea expecting their children to spend time on studying rather
than playing in their pastime. In my personal perspective, it can be explained that by working on
homework after school, children are given the chance to learn how to cope with challenges and
problems by their own, therefore developing their independent learning habits as well as
consolidating their background knowledges. Besides, spending more time on studying means
children are able to learn some vital subjects such as technology, science and languages which are
required by most companies in this modern world. An intellectual population certainly benefit to
society’s economy.
In spite of aforementioned advantages, I believe that there are a variety of issues that might
negatively affect to either children themselves or society. Firstly, children who are forced to study
for long time might suffer from unecessary burdens. As a result, they easily loose their interests in
academic achievements, and tend to feel more stressed and depressed which potentially lead to
mental health problems. Secondly, spending too much time for abstract subjects can result in their
lack of practical skills such as communication, problem solving skills which are essential for their
aldult working in the future. This is undeniable that happy, healthy, and skilled chidren surely
grow up to become talented individuals who play an important role in contributing into their
countries’ prosperity.
In conclusion, while there are some positive effects on youngsters and society by extending
children’ learning time after school, I maintain the idea that the drawbacks caused by that are far
more than the benefits.
(Word count: 312, band 7.0)
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11. Question: Scientists believe that computers will become more intelligent than human
beings. Some people find it positive while others think it is a negative development. Discuss
both views and give your own opinion.
ANSWER
While many argue that more advanced technology in the future will bring benefits to humankind,
others believe that this trend has certain repercussions on society. Both sides of the argument will
be discussed, and personally, I am of the opinion that this phenomenon will bring more harm than
good.
It is obvious that nowadays, people can overcome many limitations of humans by developing
artificial intelligence robots. This is because AI is considered as a mean to help people to work
more efficiently and productively. Moreover, it also helps people alleviate pressing problems when
doing manual work. A good example can be seen clearly in the healthcare industry. Advanced
analytics and machine learning techniques are being used in many hospitals to help uncover critical
insight and best practices from the billion data of elements with robotic-assisted surgery. As a
result, integrating technology into practical work can help to reduce heavy workload, increasing
the rate of treated patients.
However, this development also brings a certain degree of risk. If machinery encounters a situation
that is unfamiliar to them, they may perform incorrectly or else break down in such situations. Reexamine the case of robotic-assisted surgery, multiple components of machines may malfunction,
resulting in permanent injury or death of patients as they may make serious mistakes. Furthermore,
people are also concerned about their information privacy. For example, Facebook suggests users
some suitable groups by collecting their behaviors and predicting based on them through
programming algorithms. Therefore, it may lead to a strong sense of unsafety of people.
In conclusion, although technological advancement can help people out of dangerous zones, it still
engenders users’ unsafety and certain medical errors. It would be better when people may get a
better understanding of how algorithms work to avoid the unfortunate consequences.
(Word count: 295, band 7.0)
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12. Question: Nowadays celebrities are more famous for their glamor and wealth than for
their achievements, and this is a bad example to adolescents. To what extent do you agree or
disagree?
ANSWER
It is true that today many young people are influenced by prominent celebrities, despite the
negative role models they may set. It is my view that this trend is more detrimental than beneficial.
Undoubtedly, some stars can actually inspire youngsters, and one way is how they can achieve
success through hard work. Some celebrities come from less privileged backgrounds, meaning
they have had to struggle to attain their achievements, which potentially teaches young people the
importance of determination and ambition. It is relatively common knowledge that Jackie Chen,
for example, a popular actor worldwide, had a humble childhood in a working-class family, yet he
devoted himself to mastering martial arts and rose to prominence through his exceptional on-screen
performances. This kind of self-made celebrity can inspire children to develop their talents through
application and perseverance.
Nonetheless, I believe this development is, on the whole, negative. The main reason is many people
do achieve fame without really working for it. To be specific, they may have inherited money from
their parents, married a famous or wealthy person, or they may have appeared in gossip magazines
or on a reality TV programme. A good example would be Paris Hilton, who is rich and famous for
the wrong reasons. She spends her time attending parties and nightclubs, and her behavior
promotes the idea that appearance, glamor and media profile are more important than hard work
and good character. As a consequence, the message to young people is that success can be achieved
easily, and that school work is not necessary.
In conclusion, while stars may, at times, positively influence young people, I feel increasingly the
opposite is the case, and their overall effect is largely negative.
(Word count: 283, band 7.0)
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13. Question: Some people think sending criminals to prison is not an effective way to deal
with them. Education and training are better. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
ANSWER
An increase in crime has been a pressing issue in civilization. Some people argue that instead of
incarceration, providing education and training is a better way to solve this problem. However, I
think we should deal with lawbreakers depending on the age and the type of offense.
On the one hand, I agree that inflicting a criminal to jail is an effective way to punish them since
they incur a punishment suitable for the offense. In this way, it keeps them far away from society,
which ensures the safety of other well-being citizens. For example, violent offenders such as
homicides, or white-collar offenders who are smart enough to use their minds to cheat and dupe
the market need to be isolated themselves from the community, so prison is the best deterrent for
their actions. Moreover, strict sentences help to prevent violations. These judgments warn that
criminals will be arrested, be separated from their relationships, and live a miserable cell; hence,
those who intend to break the law would reconsider their paths.
On the other hand, I believe that education and training are more suitable programs for lawbreakers
who are teenagers or misdemeanours. For instance, many teenagers commit offend because of a
lack of general knowledge, so legal courses in schools and universities will help them to distinguish
between the standard and unusual behaviours, which can reduce the crime rate. Moreover, as
poverty is one of the causes of crime, providing job training allows them to find a job. Besides,
educating criminals may help them to integrate into the community and live a better life after they
finish their punishments.
In conclusion, the purpose of ways is to create better humanity, so we should find the most
appropriate action to reduce any further harm. While white-collar and violent crimes should be
heavily punished, opportunities should be given to the young.
(Word count: 309, band 7.0)
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14. Question: Some people say that young people learn useful skills by playing electronic and
computer games. Others say that young people who play electronic and computer games are
wasting their time. Discuss both views and give your opinion.
ANSWER
It is argued that playing computer games has become a common habit of the young. While some
believe that it is a waste of time to play computer games because they do not contain any beneficial
value, I am of the opinion that adolescents can improve their decision-making skills by playing
games.
On the one hand, most electronic games are produced without any beneficial values. The reason is
those game companies are likely to release their products with a wide range of addictive detail,
which is more compelling than the educational values. For instance, PUBG, which is one of the
most famous games in the current time, has gained a huge amount of players thanks to details
about criminals, wars, but it does not comprise any beneficial lesson. As a result, the young just
become addicted to these computer games but have no educational values.
On the other hand, moderately playing virtual games can help young people to improve their
decision-making skills. Definitely, to be good at computer games, players have to sharply decide
urgent situations which benefit their brains and response skills. So, these young players can quickly
give good solutions for their study or even some situations in their life. For example, players of
Clash of Clans, who frequently give important decisions to protect their colonies, tend to be good
at science subjects at school due to their decision-making skills being trained on a frequent basis.
As a result, their performances at school can also be positively improved.
In conclusion, although playing some computer games is a waste of time due to the lack of helpful
values, I am convinced that appropriate games can improve the decision-making skill of
adolescents. It can be predicted that more educational games will be released to help the young
enhance other useful skills.
(Word count: 301, band 7.0)
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15. Question: In the modern world it is possible to shop, work and communicate with people
via the internet and live without any face-to-face contact with others. Is it a positive or
negative development in your opinion?
ANSWER
Many people argue that due to the prevalence of shopping or working through the online platform,
people hardly have any real-life communication. While it could bring comfort to people, I would
contend that lacking face-to-face contact may lead people to some social anxiety.
On the one hand, accessing the Internet has greatly benefited the public by its convenience. It is
apparent that by getting access to some online platforms such as messages, calls, or email, the way
people communicate will be easier without having to meet face-to-face. Take some students from
Vietnam who are studying abroad in the USA as a prime example, they can easily have
conversations with their family whenever they want despite the geographical proximity. Hence, it
is reasona ble to admit the comfort that the Internet brings to humankind in terms of
communicating.
On the other hand, in a long-term perspective, it may make people become unsociable. By
completing different tasks without having any direct conversation, people may suffer from a lack
of social skills which are extremely crucial in daily life. For instance, in the past, to buy any item,
people had to get to a nearby shop and inform the shop assistant to get what they wanted, which
unintentionally gave them a chance to talk and sometimes make a joke. Conversely, when
conducting an electronic transaction, we communicate without any words spoken out. As a result,
these people might become solitary or have social anxiety.
In conclusion, although high-tech can facilitate people's communication from a far distance, I
maintain that being over reliant on those things and having no direct conversation will make people
lack interpersonal skills.
(Word count: 273, band 7.0)
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16. Question: Nowadays, people waste a lot of food that was bought from shops and
restaurants. Why do you think people waste food? What can be done to reduce the amount of
food they throw away?
ANSWER
It is true that a large amount of food is being discarded after leaving the shelves. This phenomenon
can be attributed to consumers’ purchasing habit. However, governments and individuals should
be in charge of tackling this problem.
The primary motive behind people’s increasing food waste is their adopted buying behavior due
to recent changes in workplace and the food industry. Indeed , mass food production has resulted
in a remarkable rise in fast food, takeaways and packaged products sold in food stalls and
restaurants, which are convenient for consumers. Moreover, as employers today tend to require
prolonged working hours, people have less time to prepare food on their own and turn to the
abundant food sales instead. According to recent studies, a staggering proportion of 70% of
discarded food in California is leftovers and uneaten food from takeaways, which are often found
in the business central districts. Undoubtedly, the more people depend on mass produced food, the
more they dispose after consumption.
However, a radical change to improve this situation could be achieved if governments and people
make joint efforts. The authorities can impose a strict regulation on the manufacture of immediate
food . This policy may not only minimize people’s heavy reliance on packaged food, but also deter
potential surpluses in sustenance supply, further worsening the current food spoilage. Regarding
individuals, action ought to be taken to avoid wasteful spontaneous purchases. A study by John
Hopkins in 2019 suggested that 65% of the food wasted would be reduced if people cut down on
their packaged food consumption by 20% each week.
To conclude, while one cause of excessive food being thrown away is people’s purchasing
behavior, the phenomenon can be improved if governments introduce a suitable policy and people
actively control their spending on mass produced food. Urgent measures should be taken now as
the immediate food industry is predicted to expand in the next 20 years to serve the world’s
growing population.
(Word count: 322 words, band 7.0)
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17. Question: Many museums and historical sites are mainly visited by tourists rather than
local people Why is this? What can be done to attract local people?
ANSWER
Over the past decades, historical sites and museums have played a crucial role in preserving a
nation’s values and traditional heritage. However, in actuality, these historical attractions mainly
appeal tourists, instead of local residents. In the following essay, several reasons and according
solutions for this phenomenon will be presented.
For starters, residents who were born and grew up in their own community are often familiar with
their local traditional customs and culture, which can be accountable for the reason why they are
more likely into exploring new knowledge and unknown conventional culture. Besides,
educational institutions have already offered their students many school trips to local museums
and historical sites as part of the school curriculum, so that repeatedly visiting these places can
turn out to be boring and tedious experience for the majority of students.
In tackling this problem, governments’ efforts play an integral part in turning museums as well as
historical sites into attractive and worth-visiting places not only for tourists, but for local residents
as well. Firstly, cultural exchange programs and appealing traditional festivals should be regularly
organized at these sites, and some of them should also be held in the presence of several invited
celebrities. Not only can this arouse citizen’s curiosity, but attendees can also enjoy many fun and
interesting activities while acquiring historical knowledge. Secondly, governments should make
financial investments in upgrading local museums and historical sites into cutting-edge ones. With
the assistance of high-tech facilities such as VR (Virtual Reality) headsets, 3D-moving pictures,
and other interactive devices, visitors can have more wonderful experience as they can actually
interact with their surroundings in order to have deeper understandings about historical events.
In conclusion, despite the fact that local museums and historical attractions are mostly visited by
tourists rather than local citizens, governments can consider offering feasible solutions to deal with
the problem as mentioned.
(Word count: 334, band 7.5)
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18. Question: Some people think that newspapers are the best way to learn news. However,
others believe that they can learn news better through other media. Discuss both views and
give your opinion?
ANSWER
Some people argue that newspapers are the most effective method to update news. However, others
think there are more optimal ways to acquire information. This essay will discuss both views of
the argument before explaining why I support the latter.
On the one hand, traditional newspapers are a more credible source of information. This is because
the content of newspapers is often examined thoroughly before being published to ensure its
accuracy and authenticity, avoiding the spread of misleading information. The New York Times
is a good illustration of this. This outlet has an editorial department of highly experienced editors
and journalists to verify every detail such as date or names before the final versions are printed.
By contrast, news on other media platforms often do not adhere to the same editorial standard,
allowing the spread of misinformation in society.
On the other hand, I believe that other media such as online news or television provides people
with a superior experience. Other media is better at conveying information in its full context and
seriousness since they contain images and videos that aid the reader's understanding of the event.
For example, amid the COVID-19 pandemic, many news platforms such as the BBC and Fox
News have presented viewers with videos and audio of the current situation, including a close-up
view of the disease's symptoms and interviews with infected patients warning the audience of the
deadly characteristics of COVID-19. This comprehensive news experience is something that
traditional newspapers cannot provide.
In conclusion, while newspapers are decidedly a more reliable source of news, I contend that other
media such as Television or virtual news is superior due to its better experience. Therefore, it can
be predicted that other media will soon supersede conventional newspapers in the near future.
(Word count: 298, band 7.5)
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19. Question: Some people think that increasing communication usage of computers and
mobile phones by young people has had a negative effect on their reading and writing skills.
To what extent do you agree or disagree?
ANSWER
Nowadays, the number of young people depending on modern devices such as laptops and
smartphones for communication is increasing, which is believed to negatively influence their
reading and writing skills. However, I disagree with this opinion because the impacts of the
positive effects on improving such skills are more considerable.
The first reason is that mobile phones and computers help users enhance their reading skills since
they provide access to unlimited sources on the Internet. With technological devices, young people
could read the newest novels or the latest news from their favorite authors or channels, which
allows them to form a good habit of daily reading and enriches their vocabulary. Moreover, for
learning purposes, many learners could consult articles of various languages by scholars around
the world, and as a result, they shall be able to conduct extensive reading in many foreign
languages.
Another important reason is that, with the development of social networking sites, people could
enhance their writing skills as well. Students, for example, could practice their writing skills
online, by writing their essays and then posting them on the internet, readers could comment and
correct their writings. In addition, by approaching the enormous knowledge resource, youngsters
could learn from styles of many authors, who have the best-selling books, thereby creating their
own writing styles. Gradually, their writing skills would become more ameliorate.
In conclusion, it seems to me that communication via mobile phones and computers has more
advantages than disadvantages for the reading and writing skills of the young generation. It is
recommended that the young should use these modern communication devices properly so that
they would help them improve their ability to read and write in the right way.
(Word count: 283, band 7.5)
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20. Question: Some people believe that it is a good idea that older people continue to work if it
is possible for them to do. Do you agree or disagree?
ANSWER
The idea of elderly people remaining in employment has sparked some debate. While some
maintain that this is beneficial to their individual prosperity, I am of the opinion that it should not
be the case considering the risk of a higher youth unemployment rate.
On the one hand, proponents of incorporating senior citizens into the workforce argue that they
can contribute to their individual prosperity. Older workers can earn their own money by joining
companies that suit their needs or potentially make a fortune by forming their own company. To
give an example, Harland Sanders was 62 years old when he opened his first KFC restaurant. By
the time Sanders reached 73 years of age, his restaurant chain then outcompeted other fast food
chains such as McDonald’s and Burger King, expanding into the largest of its kind and making
him a multi-millionaire.
However, allowing older people to remain in employment can exacerbate unemployment among
younger workers. Greater participation from elderly people means older workers may be adamant
to maintain their jobs for extended tenures, leaving younger people with less vacancies to fill. For
example, the proportion of manufacturing workers over the age of 55 in South Korea has risen
nearly two-fold from 16 to 30 percent in the last ten years. This has been mainly attributed to older
workers refusing to retire, leading to millions of younger people failing to find work in the
manufacturing industry in the country.
In conclusion, while permitting older people to enter the workforce can afford them greater
prosperity, it can put younger laborers in a difficult position to find work. That is why I opine that
the government must strictly regulate the maximum working age of citizens.
(Word count: 283, band 7.5)
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1. 09/01/2021
Question: Some people think that hosting international sports events is good for the country,
while some people think it is bad. Discuss both views and state your opinion.
ANSWER:
International sporting events have become increasingly common in recent decades. While some
people reckon that host countries might have to deal with a sudden surge in crime or involve
themselves in an exhausting preparation process, more importantly I believe they can take the
opportunity to boost tourism.
To begin with, although events such as these are a great opportunity for countries to gain global
exposure, there are present significant challenges. Firstly, records have shown that there is a
twofold increase in crimes such as prostitution and petty theft when a country organises an event
such as the World Cup or the Olympics. Furthermore, the process of preparing for these events is
often demanding. For the World Cup 2014, it took Brazil five years to revitalise its cities and
construct various facilities including stadiums and indoor athletics arenas to meet the world-class
standard set by FIFA.
On the other hand, I am of the opinion that international sporting games can potentially stimulate
the tourism sector. By being the host, a country is able to attract a large array of athletes and their
supporters from all around the world. This sudden increase in visitors will likely proliferate the
sales of products and services such as accommodation and transportation within the period of the
events. In the longer term, it is a great chance for the host nations to promote their culture on a
global stage. For example, since the pictures of beautifully garnished Vietnamese dishes made
headlines during the SEA Games in 2003, Vietnam has been branded as the “Kitchen of the world”
and a must visit destination for global food lovers. This obviously does wonders for the Vietnamese
economy.
In conclusion, although sports events come at the expense of a few immediate problems, the
benefits of boosted gross sales and cultural promotion are of greater significance. In my opinion,
host nations can also consider the option of sharing an event with a neighboring country to spread
the risk and still enjoy the lucrative long term benefits.
(Word count: 335)
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2. 16/01/2021
Question: Some people think students should study the science of food and how to prepare it.
Others think students should spend time on important subjects. Discuss both views and give
your opinion.
ANSWER:
People have different views concerning the importance of studying food science and cooking at
educational institutions. While some argue that students should focus on key subjects that can
boost their career prospects, I believe culinary courses are of paramount significance in leading a
healthy and independent lifestyle.
On the one hand, the core disciplines standard at most schools are imperative for one’s future
career. Academic subjects such as math and literature can provide an individual with the
foundational knowledge to smoothly transit into a professional working environment. For
example, logical thinking acquired during math lessons and critical thinking fostered by literature
are prerequisites to nuanced problem-solving skills. Recent research has indicated that the average
income of those with the abovementioned competencies is higher than that of unskilled laborers
and the general workforce. Therefore, a successful career is a realistic possibility when one focuses
diligently on the important subjects at school.
On the other hand, possessing a solid understanding of food and cooking can ensure not only
general well-being but also serve as a basic survival skill. First and foremost, schoolers often fail
to attend to nutrition in their daily meals, which likely leads to unhealthy eating habits. Conditions
caused by those occupations such as malnutrition and obesity are detrimental to the healthy growth
of the younger generation. Secondly, food preparation is useful for living independently. Students
who are proficient with culinary skills will be more capable of adjusting to living on their own.
Indeed, food science and cooking could enable them to modify their dietary patterns to live
healthier without either readily available dishes at homes or processed foods at convenience
stores.
In conclusion, while some advocate prioritizing traditional school curriculums based on academic
subjects, I believe imparting a knowledge of nutrition and food preparation generates a great sense
of independence and develops healthy eating habits for graduates. Thus, courses about food should
be added to the school curriculum.
(Word count: 319)
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3. 02/02/2021
Question: Many people think there is an increase of antisocial behavior and a lack of respect
to others. What do you think are the causes of this and how to improve the situation?
ANSWER:
It is true that antisocial and disrespectful behavior in society has been on the rise recently. This
trend might be attributed to problems in one’s life, but a joint effort by both governments and
individuals can reverse the trend.
Personal issues and low self-esteem are some of the factors that can contribute greatly to an
inconsiderate behaviour. First, personal problems such as work disputes or relationship conflicts
could lead to prolonged stress. This potentially provokes bitterness and frustration, which might
subsequently be vented on others. In addition, low self-esteem is another cause, which usually
stems from family problems or school bullying. Indeed, individuals with a history of being
neglected by their families or abused by their friends tend to be insecure, unconfident and have
little to no self respect. As a result, they tend to exhibit the same abusive behavior that was once
bestowed upon them toward others in order to mask their own insecurities.
In spite of the causes mentioned above, there are viable solutions and appropriate adjustments to
improve the situation. First, people could set for themselves some conversation standards or
develop a rudeness filter to avoid lashing out at others uncontrollably. This strategy could
guarantee a certain decency of behavior, as well as making them politer and more respectful. In
addition, governments could allocate more resources into childcare programmes, thereby reducing
abusive incidents. As a result, children’s self-esteem and confidence would be increased, making
them well mannered members of society.
In conclusion, although personal issues and long-term oppression could negatively impact daily
attitudes, solutions including better long-term childcare or self-discipline strategies would promote
appropriate manners. In my opinion, the situation would be improved greatly within the next 10
years if these ideas were implemented.
(Word count: 285)
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4. 20/02/2021
Question: Some people say free time activities for children should be organized by parents.
Others say that children should be free to choose what they do in their free time. Discuss both
views and give your opinion.
ANSWER:
It is sometimes argued that parents can effectively plan their children’s free time activities thanks
to their experience and maturity. However, I am of the opinion that letting them be more
autonomous better nurtures their inborn talents.
On the one hand, parents are well-positioned to decide on the most productive leisure activities.
This argument claims that parents are better equipped with the requisite knowledge acquired from
parenting courses and online communities. On these platforms, they can learn about not only the
educational impacts of various recreational activities but also how to organize them properly. For
example, the Facebook group “We Trek” provides informative posts on the benefits of camping
trips, a list of the necessary equipment and instructions pertaining to campsite set-up. By following
professional instructions, parents can organize an effective camping session, simultaneously,
ensure safety and an educational experience for their children.
On the other hand, I believe that freedom of choice enables children to develop their unique talents.
The majority of young people opt for activities that fascinate them intrinsically, thus developing
an individual interest that their guardians might overlook or disapprove of. Gaudi, the foremost
proponent of the Catalan architectural school, was allowed to follow his own interests, exploring
shapes and patterns in nature during his childhood. These observations later inspired extraordinary
designs such as the Sagrada Familia that was inspired by and embraces the shape of an ant’s nest.
Such a remarkable and precocious natural talent might have been inadvertently neglected, if his
mother had guided his activities to facilitate a presumably safer and more secure career outside the
humanities in medicine, law, or business.
In conclusion, although parents might be capable of making more informed selections, children
should be made free to follow their own interests. In my opinion, parents ought to allow kids to
juggle multiple roles in diverse settings to organically identify potential personal professional
passions.
(Word count: 313)
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5. 13/03/2021
Question: More and more people no longer read newspapers or watch TV programmes to get
news. They get news about the world through the Internet. Is this a positive or negative
development?
ANSWER:
Many readers of the news have recently switched to online channels. While digital platforms might
facilitate a smoother user experience for readers, I believe that this is a negative change considering
the risks of unreliable information.
On the one hand, the prevalence of news on the Internet can be attributed to a superior user
experience. Indeed, news presented on websites or social networking sites can come in various
forms including infographics and animated videos that enhance the clarity and readability of the
information provided. Leading news corporations such as the BBC have also enabled visitors to
customise the home page, allowing them to enjoy personalised content or to participate in realtime debates to voice their opinions. By contrast, all of this can hardly be accomplished in the
limits prescribed by television broadcasts or the hard copies of conventionally printed newspapers.
On the other hand, advocates of traditional news channels maintain that online platforms should
be held responsible for the widespread dissemination of misleading news. Unauthorised websites
such as www.ontheverge.com and www.saveus.com have proactively bred baseless conspiracy
theories related to the side-effects of vaccines. Some theorists falsely claim that vaccines contain
a special type of nanochip capable of manipulating human thought for the sake of an imaginary
and all-powerful ruling elite, thus convincing many less-discerning members of their audience to
join the anti-vaccine movement. This has unfortunately resulted in thousands of children being
unvaccinated, causing a rise in deadly and preventable diseases such as measles and whooping
cough in the United States, Germany and the UK.
In conclusion, despite the legitimately improved experience provided by online news channels, I
disapprove of news on the Internet due to the increased risk of misinformation. Governments
should take resolute actions to regulate online news sources and sharing in virtual spaces.
(Words count: 297)
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6. 20/03/2021
Question: Many people are working longer and longer hours. What are the reasons and
effects?
ANSWER:
Working longer hours is a growing tendency in society nowadays. The primary cause of this
change is excessive workloads and the effects on one’s health and quality of life are decidedly
detrimental.
The need to work additional hours often stems from increasing demand in the workplace. To keep
up with competition in an increasingly globalised marketplace, employees are expected to assume
a high volume of work, often with inadequate staff levels and support. This has resulted in
employees having to work extra hours to compensate, which is exemplified clearly in IT-related
sectors. A program developer in Vietnam generally spends an average of 10 hours at work per day
integrating complicated software systems, which would not be necessary if he was accompanied
by a colleague.
Extra office hours can adversely affect workers’ health, as well as their personal lives. First of all,
working overtime can lead to a lack of sufficient rest, decrease in energy and eventually health
conditions in extreme cases. This is illustrated in research conducted in Japanese white-collars
workers, who have to sit in their offices for up to 14 hours, resulting in spinal injuries, arthritis and
increased risk of strokes. In addition, as more time is spent at work, workers necessarily have less
time for their loved ones, which can weaken bonds between family members and friends. As a
result, this can generate a feeling of general dissatisfaction in individuals, potentially becoming a
catalyst for stress and depression in the long run.
In conclusion, extended working hours are associated with increasing demands in the workplace,
preventing employees from leading a healthy and balanced life. Therefore, I believe governments
should enact laws that impose weekly overtime standards for corporations.
(Words count: 282)
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7. 03/04/2021
Question: More and more people no longer read newspapers or watch TV programmes to get
news. They get news about the world through the Internet. Is this a positive or negative
development?
ANSWER:
Many readers of the news have recently switched to online channels. While digital platforms might
facilitate a smoother user experience for readers, I believe that this is a negative change considering
the risks of unreliable information.
On the one hand, the prevalence of news on the Internet can be attributed to a superior user
experience. Indeed, news presented on websites or social networking sites can come in various
forms including infographics and animated videos that enhance the clarity and readability of the
information provided. Leading news corporations such as the BBC have also enabled visitors to
customise the home page, allowing them to enjoy personalised content or to participate in realtime debates to voice their opinions. By contrast, all of this can hardly be accomplished in the
limits prescribed by television broadcasts or the hard copies of conventionally printed newspapers.
On the other hand, advocates of traditional news channels maintain that online platforms should
be held responsible for the widespread dissemination of misleading news. Unauthorised websites
such as www.ontheverge.com and www.saveus.com have proactively bred baseless conspiracy
theories related to the side-effects of vaccines. Some theorists falsely claim that vaccines contain
a special type of nanochip capable of manipulating human thought for the sake of an imaginary
and all-powerful ruling elite, thus convincing many less-discerning members of their audience to
join the anti-vaccine movement. This has unfortunately resulted in thousands of children being
unvaccinated, causing a rise in deadly and preventable diseases such as measles and whooping
cough in the United States, Germany and the UK.
In conclusion, despite the legitimately improved experience provided by online news channels, I
disapprove of news on the Internet due to the increased risk of misinformation. Governments
should take resolute actions to regulate online news sources and sharing in virtual spaces.
(Words count: 297)
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8. 17/04/2021
Question: It is now possible for scientists and tourists to travel to remote natural
environments, such as the South pole. Do the advantages of this developmen outweigh the
disadvantages?
ANSWER:
Expeditions to distant isolated destinations have been on the rise recently. While this can
potentially benefit wildlife conservation programmes, I firmly contend that the development is
disadvantageous overall considering the risks to the environment.
On the one hand, both scientific and touristic expeditions can help develop conservation
programmes. Indeed, on-site scientific research conducted at Antarctica has successfully
illuminated the mating habits of many nearly-extinct animal species such as the emperor penguins
thanks to close observation of these species, driving initiatives to boost their fertility rate two fold.
Meanwhile, tourists who visit remote destinations might learn about the damages of climate
change, thus becoming intrinsically motivated to protect Earth’s fragile ecosystems from further
degradation. For example, a campaign to preserve Himalayan bald eagles was initiated by two
Swedish explorers on an expedition after they eye-witnessed eagle chicks dying of starvation on
a far-flung mountain peak.
On the other hand, I believe the threat of pollution these activities pose must be highlighted. One
obvious danger is oil spills from the cruise ships and other forms of transportation traveling to the
remote observation sites. In 2007, a cruise boat heading to the South Pole struck an iceberg and
sank to the ocean floor, causing a diesel fuel spill that covered 25 square kilometers. Despite
enormous efforts from the international community, the disaster claimed the lives of thousands of
sea creatures including many rare marine birds in less than two weeks. It also resulted in permanent
damage to the Antarctic fauna, algae and plankton, which are the foundation of the local food
chain, disturbing the ecological balance across the entire continent and nearby waters.
In summary, although scientific research and intrepid tourism in remote areas might partly
contribute to conservation breeding efforts, I am of the opinion that they pose more pressing
existential threats to the environment and natural habitats. Therefore, a complete travel ban should
be imposed by the United Nations to preserve the ecological and biodiversity of these unique
environments.
(Word count: 328)
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9. 08/05/2021
Question: It is more important to spend public money on promoting a healthy lifestyle in order
to prevent illness than to spend it on treatment of people who are already ill. To what extent do
you agree or disagree?
ANSWER:
Some people have proposed that a higher proportion of the national budget should be allocated to
support those in need at hospitals. However, I believe healthy lifestyle promotion programs must
be prioritised considering their perennial impact on society.
On the one hand, governmental support is critical to the recovery of patients whose treatment costs
exceed their financial capacity. For example, the medical treatment process for a cancer patient
includes numerous costly procedures, starting with the conduct of diagnostic tests, the use of
prescribed medications, and ending with interpretation of the results and counselling. In Vietnam,
the total sum of these medical and non-medical expenses can total over $50,000, which is
unaffordable for the majority of Vietnamese working families. Therefore, to ensure proper
treatment, the Vietnamese government must provide monetary support to these patients through
insurance schemes or the Red Cross organisation.
On the other hand, health promotion and disease prevention initiatives can produce greater longterm social impact. Many of these initiatives, such as those executed by the WHO in Cambodia,
have successfully provided locals with essential health information related to nutrition, along with
the hygienic and cardiovascular benefits of regular exercise. As the number of Cambodians who
adopt healthy diets and preventive measures against diseases are on the rise, the rates for
hospitalisation have witnessed a remarkable drop in recent years. Cambodia has, therefore, reduced
financial demand for the construction of hospitals and clinics, allocating a greater proportion of a
stretched budget to other critical sectors such as education and social equality.
In conclusion, although some patients might benefit from governmental financial aid, I opine that
programs which promote a healthier lifestyle are of greater importance to society as a whole. In
my opinion, governments should promulgate laws that require the participation and involvement
of all political bodies to support these programs.
(Word count: 303)
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10. 29/05/2021
Question: Some people think that mobile phones should be banned in public places like
libraries, shops and on public transport. To what extent do you agree or disagree with this
statement?
ANSWER:
Some people applaud the prohibition of mobile phones in public spaces considering the possible
disturbances resulting from notifications and bright screens. However, I believe mobile phones
should be allowed in order to enable convenience for individuals at public facilities.
On the one hand, other members of the public at places such as libraries, shops and public transport
might find sounds and the light from phones annoying. For instance, readers at a library can be
distracted by disrespectful phone users who switch on the ringtone of incoming calls or through
notification noises, preventing them from devoting their full time to research and reading. A related
and common instance would be that a traveler’s short nap on a bus or night train might be
interrupted by the bright lights emanating from smartphone screens.
On the other hand, I believe that handheld devices can greatly improve user experience. For
example, a bus journey is less tiring when the rider can enjoy some relaxing music to relieve stress
on his phone by using his earphones, avoiding the noise of traffic and immersing himself in the
healing sounds of nature. Another great example is the use of shopping applications such as VinID,
an application recently developed by the Vietnamese retail giant Vinmart+. Thise app enables
shoppers to not only precisely locate their desired items in vast supermalls but also to use selfservice checkout without needing to wait in seemingly endless queues during peak shopping hours.
In conclusion, although the use of phones might be a distraction in public spaces, I am of the
opinion that the total experience of users in public places is more important. Therefore, service
operators should invest more in researching user behavior to develop more useful apps.
(Word count: 286)
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11. 12/06/2021
Question: Some people think the newly built houses should be the same as the old house style
in local areas. Others argue that local authorities should allow people to build houses in their
own styles. Discuss both views and give your opinion.
ANSWER:
It is sometimes argued that there should be a policy regulating housing styles in certain
neighborhoods to promote traditional culture. However, I am strongly against that policy proposal
as it is a direct violation of an individual's right to autonomy over private property.
On the one hand, in some areas, uniformity in architecture might better represent and preserve
local culture. For example, all houses in the ancient Vietnamese city of Hoi An, regardless of
personal preference, are required to follow an architectural style that adheres to its history as a
major commercial port in Vietnam. Every so-called “tube house” in the town is constructed with
a Chinese tiled roof, Japanese support joists, French louvered shutters and lampposts which are
blended harmoniously with indeginous Vietnamese features such as four-square windows. These
architectural characteristics cement Hoi An’s cultural identity, which has greatly contributed to its
fame as a destination for both international and domestic tourists in recent years.
On the other hand, I believe any law that governs individual housing styles would be injurious
against the rights of ownership. For instance, the Vietnamese constitution allows property owners
to possess exclusive rights and control over their property, guaranteeing that one is entitled to
decide on both the interior and exterior designs of his house, in accordance with their personal
preferences. Consequently, attempting to overrule this legislation would justly provoke public's
objections and protest. That is why hundreds of citizens residing in the Hanoi Old Quarter protested
in 2009 to repeal a decree that prohibited all modern housing styles in the area, despite the fact
that the locals desperately needed greater space to accommodate larger family sizes and a personal
desire for more modern housing.
In conclusion, although administrative regulations on housing style might help preserve local
architectural culture, I would opine that it violates one of the most fundamental proprietary rights
of individuals. In my opinion, governments should instead encourage creativity and innovation in
housing design to embrace new trends that better reflect contemporary society.
(Word count: 332)
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12. 19/06/2021
Question: Some people believe that sport has an important role in society. Others, however,
think that it is nothing more than a leisure activity for some people. Discuss both views and
give your opinion.
ANSWER:
The importance of sports in society has recently drawn much attention. While many consider them
purely to be recreational activities, I believe they can contribute to a more united world.
On the one hand, there are many individuals who play sports purely for pleasure. A clear example
in this case is the casual football matches after working hours in various countries including
Vietnam. Participants usually gather at local playgrounds or parks, forming teams and joining
amateur pick-up matches. Their motivation is simply to release pressure and tension in a healthy
and controlled way, taking a break from their everyday responsibilities including both work and
domestic tasks. Very few of them indeed have the intention to start a career in sports or to develop
professional networks when playing. The results of these matches are also of little significance to
their local communities.
On the other hand, I am of the opinion that sports are vital in uniting nations. This can be seen in
the case of the ping-pong matches that bridged the gap between the US and China in the early
1970s. This series of matches took place in the world table tennis championship in 1971 between
players from each country, marking a thaw in pan-Pacific relations that paved the way for a visit
to Beijing by a US president. Eventually, the US lifted the embargo on China, and both countries
welcomed the resumption of more harmonious relations. This case is evidence that sports might
play an indispensable part in easing tension and establishing relationships at an international level.
In conclusion, although the role of sports might be underestimated by many people, I contend that
they are an effective instrument to forge initial relationships between nations.Therefore,
international sporting events such as the SEA Games or the Olympics should be better invested
and prioritised by hosting countries.
(Word count: 306)
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13. 17/07/2021
Question: Large companies use sports events to promote their products. Some people think it
has a negative impact on sports. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
ANSWER:
The discourse regarding the impact of product advertising in sporting events has generated
controversy in recent years. Some argue that corporations exert a positive influence on sports since
they promote products that can encourage participation in sports. In my estimation, I do not agree
with this sentiment since corporations promote products that enable a sedentary lifestyle.
Admittedly, corporations can use these events to promote products that will encourage active
lifestyles. To cite an example, during the 2014 World Cup, Adidas released the official tournament
ball named ‘Brazuca’ and heavily promoted it on their social media accounts including Twitter
and Instagram. The company made a concerted marketing effort to advertise the ball’s design,
aerodynamics and production process. The marketing push behind ‘Brazuca’ during the 2014
World Cup actively encouraged viewers to buy the ball and it sold out in Adidas stores worldwide.
This encouraged and continues to exert an influence on the exercise habits of millions around the
world. This instance clearly illustrates the positive influence corporations can exert when
promoting their products during sports events.
However, corporations have more often been known to promote products during sports that
precipitate passive lifestyles. For instance, McDonald’s was the official restaurant of the 2012
Olympics in London. During the event, they released an exclusively branded menu that included
burgers, fries and milkshakes. According to a spokesman for the Academy of Royal Medical
Colleges, the menu was recklessly unhealthy as the average calorie count for each item was over
900. When combined together to make a meal, the calorie count reached upwards to 3600, which
is nearly twice the recommended intake for the average adult. Essentially, McDonald’s was
promoting obesity in countries such as England where such a lifestyle is becoming more prevalent
and represents a present danger to public health.
In conclusion, while there have been instances of corporations having a positive influence on
sports through the promotion of their products, the evidence to the contrary is more substantial. In
the future, sporting event organizers should be more discriminatory in choosing sponsors,
preferring preferably those with products that spread a meaningful message.
(Word count: 349)
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14. 24/07/2021
Question: Schools are no longer needed because children can find so much information on
the internet and study at home. To what extent do you agree or disagree with this?
ANSWER:
The rapid advancement of the Internet has facilitated homeschooling as it offers a wealth of
widely-accessible information related to various subjects. However, I contend that schools are still
necessary since they offer more organized learning environments for students compared to the
Internet.
Admittedly, learning from the Internet offers students valuable information on essential subjects.
To cite an example, one of the most popular educational websites, Khan Academy, offers a
multitude of comprehensive video lessons that cover nearly every mandatory subject in school,
namely mathematics, science and English among others. These lessons can be found on their
website, as well as on YouTube free of charge. As a result, many children have the capacity to
visit Khan Academy to study entirely from home due to its thorough yet easily accessible method
of teaching. Based on this, it is justifiable why some may favor learning online at home.
However, schools are still the indispensable foundation for education since they impart more
structured teaching in the form of curricula. Schools offer a standardized curriculum that provides
preorganized lessons devised by pedagogical experts who understand what children need to learn
for their comprehensiveintellectual and social development. For instance, many schools worldwide
adopt the International Baccalaureate as it is a highly respected curriculum. It has a course structure
that contains fundamental subjects for learning with the ultimate goal being to equip students with
vital knowledge and skills for their future career.
In conclusion, while learning from the Internet can be practical to a degree, I remain convinced
that schools are still of great necessity due to their more structured teaching methodologies, which
are more pragmatic in the long run. In the future, I hope that learners will appreciate the value of
proper schooling and not completely forsake it in favor of the easy appeal of the Internet.
(Word count: 303)
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15. 07/08/2021
Question: Some people think children have the freedom to make mistakes, while other people
believe that adults should prevent children from making mistakes. Discuss both sides and give
your opinion.
ANSWER:
When it comes to parenting, there has been long-standing discourse over whether children should
be allowed to make mistakes. While some would argue that parents should not let their children
make mistakes, I contend that mistakes are vital to fostering in children a greater sense of
responsibility.
Adults should take a preventive approach to their children making mistakes if it is aimed at
expediting the learning process. An adult can comprehensively instruct a child on how to do a
particular task properly, eliminating the need for correction and re-learning. To give an example,
children in China are diligently guided by their teachers in solving math problems using
standardised methods developed by math professors working for the Ministry of Education. These
methods have been proven effective in increasing rates of correct answers, allowing school
teachers to move on to the next lesson more speedily. That at least partly explains why Chinese
schoolchildren can solve some complex math problems by the end of primary school.
However, allowing children to make mistakes is developmentally better as it instills greater
personal responsibility. For instance, when a child fails a test in school since he has not revised
his lessons thoroughly, that child should face the consequences of his failure which might include
low grades and detention. Hence the child learns that he should be better prepared for the next
test. Without their parents interfering to prevent failures from happening, children cannot accept
ownership of the situation and take corrective measures to address it. As a result, they are likely
to become upstanding adults who are accountable for their own behaviours, striving to be their
best to solve their own problems.
In conclusion, although preventing children from making mistakes can be a valid parenting
approach to an extent, I hold firm to my belief that children should be allowed to experience
failures to learn meaningful lessons. Thus, parents should be more relaxed with their children
whenever they make an error to allow them to better learn and grow.
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16. 14/08/2021
Question: Many people believe that scientific research should be carried out and controlled by
governments rather than private companies. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
ANSWER:
There has been significant discourse surrounding the proposal for scientific research to be
conducted by governments rather than private entities. While some would argue the opposite on
the grounds that it engenders greater innovation, I contend that governments can conduct better
research as they are less susceptible to corporate influence.
Admittedly, there have been cases where privately funded scientific research has stimulated
innovation. Individuals who conduct research on the behalf of commercial interests are typically
encouraged to think creatively in developing new solutions to pervasive problems. For instance,
SpaceX is a for-profit corporation that is leading its competitors in terms of innovating space travel.
Founded and managed by tech magnate Elon Musk, it has introduced new solutions to existing
problems in space transportation such as reducing production costs on their rockets by using 3D
printing technology and mass production methods. Furthermore, SpaceX has pioneered the
utilization of reusable rockets as half of them have flown more than once with little to no
refurbishment. From this case, it can be understood why some argue commercial entities should
be in charge of conducting scientific research.
However, the case for governments conducting scientific research is stronger. With private
companies conducting such research, they are more predisposed to financial incentives since they
are primarily driven to boost profits. In contrast, governments conduct scientific research often
with the altruistic aim of finding solutions to various societal problems in their respective nations.
To cite an example, a private medical firm in Ghana was tasked with conducting research and
producing 600,000 doses of their own COVID-19 vaccine. However, these doses did not meet
WHO standards after testing as a result of the research process being rushed to maximize profits.
It was only when the Ghanian government intervened to replace the previously made doses with
their own newly certified products that the public finally felt at ease.
In conclusion, although privately sponsored scientific research has an important place thanks to
the competition that drives innovation, I believe that government sponsored research exerts a more
positive impact on society and the public good. In the near future, it can be predicted that the
scientific community will be able to welcome more scientific breakthroughs thanks to the funding
of the state.
(Word count: 372)
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17. 28/08/2021
Question: In some cases, people who break the law should be warned instead of receiving
punishment. Do you agree or disagree?
ANSWER:
Recently, the debate surrounding the appropriate punishment for lawbreakers has been gaining
significant traction. While some have advocated for sweeping punishments, others support giving
warnings for minor offences. In my estimation, I agree with issuing a warning for low-level
offences as sometimes legal punishments are disproportionate to the severity of the crime.
Admittedly, there are clear instances where punishments must be enforced. The inherent intent of
any punishment, regardless of how harsh it might be, is to dissuade potential criminals from
breaking the law. Therefore, when citizens respect the law due to fear of punishment, society as a
whole is safer. To give an example, in maintaining a safe and steady flow of traffic, speed limits
are put in place on most roads to prevent speeding and potential accidents. When a person commits
a speeding offence, that person can be punished by the revocation of their driving licence to deter
them from driving recklessly and by extension becoming a danger to society. Thus, it is
understandable why some would want to advocate for imposing punishments unilaterally on
offenders as a form of strong deterrence from future criminal activity.
However, the case for applying a stern warning in some instances is stronger since it can be more
effective in preventing crimes. By educating low-level offenders about the grave consequences of
continuing to commit affronts to the law, they will come out more knowledgeable of the law and
its role in keeping people safe from harm. Therefore, these offenders will be less likely to recommit
criminal offences and consequently jeopardise the lives of others. To cite an example, a survey
conducted by University College London in 2012 has found that the majority of British people
who were cited for public intoxication and were subsequently warned of their behaviour have not
committed the same offence again. From this data, it is clear that a warning is stronger and more
humane than a legal punishment.
In conclusion, although enforcing punishments has its place in instilling respect for the law, I
would firmly contend that sometimes a simple yet stern warning is more than enough to discourage
people from breaking the law. In the future, once these rehabilitative measures are enacted, a
society can become simultaneously safer and more aware.
(Word count: 375)
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18. 04/09/2021
Question: It will be better for both society and individuals if driverless cars — cars can drive
themselves — become more widely used. To what extent do you agree or disagree?
ANSWER:
Since automotive technology is advancing further with each passing decade, the once impossible
dream of driverless cars has become a near-reality. In my estimation, this development can aid
both individuals and society on the grounds that it fosters greater convenience, safety and
accessibility.
At the individual level, driverless cars make driving more convenient and accessible. First of all,
drivers can utilize their spare time for more enjoyable activities in an autonomous car. As these
cars can drive autonomously and do not require the driver’s attention, they are free to read a book,
play games or talk with their family without having to look at the road for example, thus making
the road-going experience more tolerable and liberating. Secondly, driverless cars offer greater
accessibility for motorists who often have difficulty driving, such as senior citizens and disabled
individuals. Such vehicles can afford those people the freedom of independent car travel while
also posing little to no risk to drivers around them.
In addition, self-driving cars are beneficial to society since they are less likely to cause traffic
accidents. As these cars are equipped with sensory technology that perceives the surrounding
environment better than humans can, they can make split-second decisions such as speeding up,
slowing down or braking to an immediate stop to keep passengers and nearby vehicles safe. As a
result, traffic safety will improve by a large margin and the likelihood of traffic fatalities will be
lessened. According to McKinsey, an American management firm, it is predicted that by the mid21st century, when self-driving cars have become ubiquitous, the rate of traffic accidents in the
US will be reduced by 90%, thus potentially saving millions of lives.
In conclusion, owing to the more pleasurable driving experience and accessibility for less capable
drivers, as well as their potential to reduce the rate of traffic accidents, I believe that driverless cars
will be of great benefit to individuals and society. In order to popularize driverless cars, they must
be permitted by the government to operate on all paved roads.
(Word count: 338)
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19. 11/09/2021
Question: Not many young people in countries around the world go to and enjoy concerts and
plays. Why is this the case? Should they be encouraged to attend?
ANSWER:
Recently, the attendance rate for concerts and plays is declining among young people. This can be
attributed to the popularization of shorter forms of entertainment. However, I think young people
should still be encouraged to attend as such events can allow them to momentarily release stress.
As stated before, the main reason for the dwindling attendance rate of concerts and plays among
young people is the proliferation of shorter and more modern forms of entertainment. As most
plays and concerts last for 2 to 3 hours, it can be hard for young people to devote their attention to
them since they are easily distracted. Hence most have turned their focus to shorter forms of
entertainment such as YouTube and TikTok videos. For example, a typical concert usually lasts
for two and a half hours whereas videos on those social platforms typically run from 10 seconds
to a minute. As a result, younger generations often do not find such long-winded events appealing.
Despite this, young people should still be motivated to attend concerts and plays as doing so can
help them to reduce stress. There is scientific evidence to support this notion as psychologists have
found that watching a musical or dramatic performance can reduce cortisol levels in the body,
which is a hormone known to cause feelings of stress and anxiety. As a result, audience members
feel more relaxed and are less likely to worry about the pressure brought on by their hectic working
schedule. It is clear from this evidence that the case for attending concerts and plays is rather
strong.
In conclusion, the still low attendance for concerts and plays among young people is due to the
introduction of shorter forms of entertainment. However, I contend that they should make an effort
to attend these types of events as they can help to reduce stress levels.
(Word count: 308)
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20. 25/09/2021
Question: Some people believe that the world should have only one government rather than a
national government. Do you think the benefits of this system outweigh its disadvantages?
ANSWER:
With globalization accelerating at a rapid pace, there have been growing calls to have only one
global government on the basis that it would motivate countries to pool resources together to
resolve shared issues. However, I disagree with this notion since such advantages will be dwarfed
by the disadvantages, the biggest of which is the potential abuse of power that could be exercised
by influential nations.
The biggest advantage of forming such a government would be that it could encourage member
countries to contribute collectively to solve common problems. A global government would be
able to act faster in solving issues efficiently since they would have more resources at their
disposal. For example, members of the European Union were asked to cooperate in tackling the
Syrian refugee crisis of the last decade. Using their collective political and material resources, the
European Union was able to house and integrate millions of refugees into its constituent members’
societies, providing much needed safety for a vulnerable population from their war-torn
homelands.
However, a global government presents the risk of member nations abusing their power to serve
their own interests rather than those of the entire world. For instance, in the United Nations, the
closest approximation of a global government, nations can exercise their right to block or enact
measures that can empower or enrich them or their closest allies, much to the detriment of the
world as a whole. For example, two of the UN Security Council’s chief members Russia and China
have been accused of exercising their veto power to block new security policies that will challenge
their regional power, despite them being genuinely beneficial to the wider world.
In conclusion, the disadvantages of a global government, chief of which is possible rampant abuse
of power, are far more substantial than its advantages. Moving forward, countries should retain
their national governments, but continue to reach out globally to encourage mutual cooperation.
(Word count: 319)
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1. Question: Families who send their children to private schools should not be required to pay
taxes that support the state education system. To what extent do you agree or disagree with
this statement?
ANSWER FROM SIMON
Some people believe that parents of children who attend private schools should not need to
contribute to state schools through taxes. Personally, I completely disagree with this view.
For a variety of reasons, it would be wrong to reduce taxes for families who pay for private
education. Firstly, it would be difficult to calculate the correct amount of tax reduction for these
families, and staff would be required to manage this complex process. Secondly, we all pay a
certain amount of tax for public services that we may not use. For example, most people are
fortunate enough not to have to call the police or fire brigade at any time in their lives, but they
would not expect a tax reduction for this. Finally, if wealthy families were given a tax discount for
sending their children to private schools, we might have a situation where poorer people pay higher
taxes than the rich.
In my opinion, we should all be happy to pay our share of the money that supports public schools.
It is beneficial for all members of society to have a high quality education system with equal
opportunities for all young people. This will result in a well-educated workforce, and in turn a
more productive and prosperous nation. Parents of children in private schools may also see the
advantages of this in their own lives. For example, a company owner will need well qualified and
competent staff, and a well funded education system can provide such employees.
In conclusion, I do not believe that any financial concessions should be made for people who
choose private education.
(Word count: 269)
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2. Question: We cannot help everyone in the world that needs help, so we should only be
concerned with our own communities and countries. To what extent do you agree or disagree
with this statement?
ANSWER FROM SIMON
Some people believe that we should not help people in other countries as long as there are problems
in our own society. I disagree with this view because I believe that we should try to help as many
people as possible.
On the one hand, I accept that it is important to help our neighbours and fellow citizens. In most
communities there are people who are impoverished or disadvantaged in some way. It is possible
to find homeless people, for example, in even the wealthiest of cities, and for those who are
concerned about this problem, there are usually opportunities to volunteer time or give money to
support these people. In the UK, people can help in a variety of ways, from donating clothing to
serving free food in a soup kitchen. As the problems are on our doorstep, and there are obvious
ways to help, I can understand why some people feel that we should prioritise local charity.
At the same time, I believe that we have an obligation to help those who live beyond our national
borders. In some countries the problems that people face are much more serious than those in our
own communities, and it is often even easier to help. For example, when children are dying from
curable diseases in African countries, governments and individuals in richer countries can save
lives simply by paying for vaccines that already exist. A small donation to an international charity
might have a much greater impact than helping in our local area.
In conclusion, it is true that we cannot help everyone, but in my opinion national boundaries should
not stop us from helping those who are in need.
(Word count: 280)
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3. Question: There are many different types of music in the world today. Why do we need
music? Is the traditional music of a country more important than the international music that
is heard everywhere nowadays?
ANSWER FROM SIMON
It is true that a rich variety of musical styles can be found around the world. Music is a vital part
of all human cultures for a range of reasons, and I would argue that traditional music is more
important than modern, international music.
Music is something that accompanies all of us throughout our lives. As children, we are taught
songs by our parents and teachers as a means of learning language, or simply as a form of
enjoyment. Children delight in singing with others, and it would appear that the act of singing in
a group creates a connection between participants, regardless of their age. Later in life, people’s
musical preferences develop, and we come to see our favourite songs as part of our life stories.
Music both expresses and arouses emotions in a way that words alone cannot. In short, it is difficult
to imagine life without it.
In my opinion, traditional music should be valued over the international music that has become so
popular. International pop music is often catchy and fun, but it is essentially a commercial product
that is marketed and sold by business people. Traditional music, such as..(example), by contrast,
expresses the culture, customs and history of a country. Traditional styles connect us to the past
and form part of our cultural identity. It would be a real pity if pop music became so predominant
that these national styles disappeared.
In conclusion, music is a necessary part of human existence, and I believe that traditional music
should be given more importance than international music.
(Word count: 261)
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4. Question: Many wild birds and animals live in towns and cities. Some people think that the
wildlife should be protected. Some think that they should be removed. Discuss both views and
give your opinion.
ANSWER FROM DAVID LANG
Some believe that wild animals should not be allowed to live in urban areas. In my opinion,
although these animals pose a threat to health and safety, they should remain as they contribute to
the character of a city.
Those in favor of eliminating certain animal species argue they can be dangerous. It is common,
for instance in various locales in New England, for deer to cause traffic accidents. However, the
chances that a motorist is actually injured are extremely low. The more pressing threat relates to
the species that often serve as carriers for infectious diseases. Rats are the best examples as they
are prevalent in most cities and often transmit diseases. The most infamous instance being an
outbreak of bubonic plague caused by rodents termed the Black Death that ravaged Europe in the
1300s.
Nonetheless, the examples above are exceptions and wild animals generally add to the identity of
a city or town. There are cities in Asia where locals live in relative harmony with species of
monkeys and wild birds. One of the more noteworthy examples of this would be Singapore. In
Singapore, it is not uncommon to see rare species of monkeys, tropical birds and wild pigs. These
animals are not only cherished by local residents but also serve as an attraction for tourists. The
city has managed to control population numbers so that they do not become a nuisance while also
allowing them to constitute a key element of the city’s unique charm.
In conclusion, despite potential for the spread of disease and a lack of general safety, the
contributions of wild animals to the personality of a city justify their continued existence.
Individuals will always have the option to move to areas where there is less wildlife if they are
concerned.
(Word count: 297)
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5. Question: Many jobs require ongoing training and research to stay competitive in a world
with rapidly evolving information and technology. Some believe that it is the responsibility of
businesses to pay for this training for their staff while others feel it is up to the individual.
Discuss both views and give your own opinion.
ANSWER FROM DAVID LANG
In an era of technological disruption, it is becoming increasingly important for businesses to
consistently train their employees. In my opinion, though individuals in certain professions should
undertake training for their own self-respect, this requirement is generally the responsibility of
businesses.
There are particular sectors where the duty to continue training is a matter of self-respect. This
applies to professions where employees are well-compensated and play a key role in society. For
instance, doctors receive high salaries and impact public health greatly. A doctor who works with
cancer patients has a responsibility to read the latest research in order to understand the best
possible options for treatment. Failing to do so would amount to wasting their potential and not
fulfilling their duty of care. However, these positions are the exception and, for most jobs, lack of
current training will not have such dire ramifications.
I believe companies should be primarily responsible for training as they possess the means and
motive. An illustrative example of this would be banks. At many banks, it is essential for
employees to understand regulatory changes and learn about new developments in the field. Such
training benefits the individual to an extent but the bank itself gains the most from having a
qualified staff that can make sound financial decisions. However, the average bank worker may
not have the time or finances to afford such courses. Therefore, it is common practice at well-run
banks to provide free online or university courses for committed employees. This strategy holds
true not simply for banking but for any job where new training will be beneficial for the overall
business.
In conclusion, despite exceptions in certain professions, companies that are financially able and
also stand to benefit the most should be responsible for training. This will only become more
crucial in coming years as technology continues to outpace other industries.
(Word count: 310)
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6. Question: Some believe that people should make efforts to fight climate change while others
think it is better to learn to live with it. Discuss both views and give your own opinion.
ANSWER FROM DAVID LANG
Many are of the opinion that individuals should accept the reality of climate change rather than try
to combat it. In my opinion, certain levels of acceptance are pragmatic but it is still important to
take meaningful steps.
Those who argue a passive approach point to the ineffectual impact of individuals. The vast
majority of problems related to climate change cannot be countered by individual action because
they primarily involve corporations and governments. For example, companies that produce
packaged foods, such as potato chips and instant noodles, create far more plastic waste and
industrial pollution in one day than a single person will in their entire life. Governments can make
a greater different by enacting regulations to ensure that the methods of production and materials
employed are more environmentally friendly. It thus follows that the average person is justified
resigning themselves to the facts of climate change and living in an area that is not especially
affected.
However, the combined impact of individuals highlighting climate change will influence key
policy decisions. The best examples of this are in European countries such as France and Denmark
where green parties hold tremendous sway in government. Individuals empower these political
parties not only by voting but also through protests and consumer decisions. Even governmental
bodies that are not as eco-friendly must take the environment into account when passing laws.
Furthermore, corporations are now cognizant of changes in consumer behavior. Massive
conglomerates such as Starbucks frequently advertise their environmental policies. This has only
happened because individuals have demanded these reforms.
In conclusion, the seemingly marginal impact of individuals belies their true influence over more
powerful authorities. Concerned citizens should therefore continue to vocally curb the hastening
of climate change.
(Word count: 285)
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7. Question: Computer games are very popular for all ages and nationalities. Parents think
this has little educational value and it will be harmful for children. To what extent do you
agree or disagree?
ANSWER FROM DAVID LANG
Computer games have become increasingly popular in an age of mobile devices and advancing
graphical interfaces. While some claim there is educational value in these games, I would side with
those decrying the propagation of a passive lifestyle.
Supporters of gaming can point to its alleged benefits for cognitive functioning. It is difficult to do
good research in this area, but many recent studies have found optimistic results not only related
to hand-eye coordination but also mental development. This is also supported by common sense
because as games have become more advanced, players must now follow intricate storylines,
figure out difficult puzzles and outsmart progressively intelligent artificial intelligence. Depending
on the age of the gamer and the game in question it is very likely there are legitimate cognitive
gains that can be attributed to the extensive playing of games.
Nonetheless, the marginal advances listed above pale in comparison to the effects of a passive
lifestyle on both physical and mental health. Mobile devices and the internet generally, but
videogames in particular, are the leading causes of the more sedentary lifestyles that most children
and teens now lead, often extending into adulthood. This leaves them at risk of developing bad
habits that could later translate into more serious health conditions. Added to this is the mental
aspect. Playing games is, next to watching televisions shows, one of the least active forms of
entertainment. It would be more beneficial for people of all ages to play a team sport, read a book,
spend more time with family, or take up a productive and creative hobby.
In short, computer games may offer a limited range of intellectual benefits but they also come at
great physical and mental cost. It is therefore up to parents and individuals themselves to opt for
more constructive pastimes.
(Word count: 300)
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8. Question: In some countries owning a home rather renting one is very important for people.
Why might this be the case? Do you think this is a positive or negative situation?
ANSWER FROM MIKE WATTIE
In many nations, home ownership is considered to be of great significance. This essay discusses
the reasons for this and why I believe it brings merits.
There are two main reasons why owning a house is considered to be of high importance. The main
motivation behind its popularity is because it is seen as providing a more stable base for a family.
This is because the family home becomes the key place where different generations of a family
gather and build cherished memories. For instance, every time I return to my family home it
reminds me of all the fun times I have had with my family there, and this makes me feel closer to
them. Moreover, houses are seen as a good form of investment. This is because real estate prices
usually increase over the long-term.
I believe owner-occupancy can be seen as leading to positive outcomes. First, the stability that it
provides to families is paramount to social stability. When the bonds between family members are
strong, this alleviates problems such as social isolation and depression. This is because when
people are surrounded by their family, they feel loved. In addition, property owners build equity
in their homes, and this assists them to retire comfortably. They are also better placed to ride out
any financial hardship. For instance, during this current pandemic, people who lose their job but
have their own house will not be evicted due to not being able to pay rent.
In conclusion, the main motivations behind home ownership are a desire for a stable family
environment and a sound form of investment. This is in my view, highly beneficial as it results in
strong social cohesion and financial security.
(Word count: 285)
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9. Question: In some cultures, children are often told that they can achieve anything if they try
hard enough. What are the advantages and disadvantages of giving children this message?
ANSWER FROM MIKE WATTIE
In many societies, youngsters are given the message that anything can be achieved through
diligence. This essay discusses the merits and drawbacks of expressing this philosophy.
There are two main benefits of telling children anything is possible with sufficient persistence. The
first of these is that it can be a powerful source of motivation. This is because it will encourage
young people to work hard towards achieving their goals and to be tenacious when goals seem
unachievable. Furthermore, this can inspire young people from disadvantaged backgrounds with
hope. For instance, children from poor families might find solace in the notion that studying hard
can lead to a prosperous career.
However, there are also drawbacks of this approach. The most significant is that it can cause a
great deal of stress. This is because children who are unable to achieve a goal may burnout due to
working increasingly harder in the pursuit of an unattainable goal. Another limitation is that may
lead to youngsters wasting their time. To illustrate, if a child is pursuing a goal that is truly
unachievable, this time may be better spent on something else.
In conclusion, giving children the message that they can achieve anything through hard work is
highly beneficial, as it becomes a source of inspiration and comfort. However, it can also lead to
considerable levels of stress and time-wasting brought about by attempting to reach unachievable
goals. Therefore, it seems that children need to be given some sort of parameters regarding the
situations when hard work can lead to positive outcomes in order to prevent the deleterious effects.
(Word count: 265)
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10. In some countries, more people are becoming interested in finding out about the history of
the house or building they live in. What are the reasons for this? How can people research this
question?
ANSWER FROM MIKE WATTIE
In many nations, people have an increasing fascination with learning about the background of their
place of residence. This essay discusses some of the motives for this as well as how people can
unearth this kind of information.
There are two main reasons for this phenomenon. The primary one is due to concern over potential
building problems. By examining past records of one’s place of abode the structural soundness of
the building can be determined. Moreover, many people like to verify that high-quality building
materials were used. Another factor is due to curiosity. Many people wonder about who has lived
in their house in the past and delight over the potential discovery of previous occupancy by a
famous person.
There are many methods to discover the history of a building. The most effective one is to check
public records. From these records we are able to determine who the building was built by and
blueprints of the structural integrity of the construction. Another effective method is to simply ask
neighbours. In many cases, neighbours have been living in the area for a long time and have a
wealth of information. Furthermore, houses in the same neighbourhood often share many
characteristics.
In conclusion, the main reasons why people are interested in discovering the background of their
places of residence is due to concern over the structural soundness of the premises as well as a
natural curiosity. The best ways to find out this information are to search public records or simply
ask around the neighbourhood.
(Word count: 254)
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